
Contract Upright Bed
with Traditional Tufted Mattress

Frame Size
Upright  W92 x L196 x D54cm

Space under the bed when flat: 24 cm
Recommended maximum user weight: 190kg*

Product Weights* 
Frame only 33kg

Mattress Size & Weight*
e-Sprung: W92 x L182 x D18cm 14.7kg
e-Pocket: W92 x L182 x D20cm 15kg

Packed Size & Weights* 
e-Sprung: W92 x L196 x D54cm (0.97m3) 49.7kg
e-Pocket: W92 x L196 x D54cm (0.97m3) 50kg

*Metric and imperial sizes are not exact equivalents
 There can be a tolerance of +/- 2cm (+/- 0.8ins) with all quoted measurements.

Certifications
Tested and certified by UKAS accredited testing houses.

Frame  Mattress
BS EN 1725  BS EN 597-1 - FR requirement
  BS EN 597-2 - FR requirement
  BS 6807 - Clause 9 (Source 5) FR requirement
  BS 7177 Contract - FR requirements - medium hazard
  16 CFR 1633 Standard

Product is sold subject to Jay-Be® standard terms and conditions.
See full terms at jaybe.com/legal
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360° 
Castors
Heavy duty 3’’ 
castors for easy 
manouverability.

Pivot
point
End legs act as pivot 
points to safely lower 
for use.

Solid top
mattress
base

Legs
Handles
Legs act as handles 
to help lowering
and raising bed into 
position.

Suitable for regular 
use, can be used 365 
days of the year.

365
days

FSC certified
wood

Made in
the UK

5 year
manufacturer’s

guarantee

Sustainable 
Materials

Product Codes:
Upright Bed with e-Sprung Mattress - 201951

Product Codes:
Upright Bed with e-Pocket Mattress - 201905

Bed Features

» An easy to store, heavy duty reliable solution 
for Guest Houses, Hotels, and other contract 
environments.

» Designed to fit through a standard doorway .

» Minimal upright storage footprint.

» A choice of two luxury deep tufted 
mattresses.

» Solid top mattress base.

» Extra safe with no moving parts or hinges 
removing entrapment risk.

» Mattress straps with adjustable fasteners 
ensure everything stays in place while in 
storage and in transit.

» Legs act as handles to help lowering and 
raising bed into position.

» Easy to wipe clean, scratch resistant durable 
powder coat painted steel frame.

» Heavy duty 3” 360° castors for easy 
manoeuvrability.

» FSC certified wood harvested from 100% 
approved, traceable, sustainable and ethical 
sources.

» Full width headboard with a walnut effect 
finish.

» Made with sustainably sourced, recyclable 
materials reducing landfill waste.

» British made with a five year frame guarantee.

» Exceeds internationally recognised safety 
standards.



Product Codes:
e-Sprung Mattress - 901951

Product Codes:
e-Pocket Mattress - 901905

Mattress Size & Weight*
e-Sprung: W92 x L182 x D18cm 14.7kg
e-Pocket: W92 x L182 x D20cm 15kg

Packed Size & Weights* 
e-Sprung: W92 x L182 x D18cm (0.3m3) 14.7kg
e-Pocket: W92 x L182 x D20cm (0.3m3) 15kg

*Metric and imperial sizes are not exact equivalents
 There can be a tolerance of +/- 2cm (+/- 0.8ins) with all quoted measurements.

Certifications
Tested and certified by UKAS accredited testing houses. 

Mattress

BS EN 597-1 - FR requirement
BS EN 597-2 - FR requirement
BS 6807 - Clause 9 (Source 5) FR requirement
BS 7177 Contract - FR requirements - medium hazard
16 CFR 1633 Standard

Product is sold subject to Jay-Be® standard terms and conditions.
See full terms at jaybe.com/legal

†We have used a natural salt-based treatment which goes beyond simply 
conforming to the statutory REACH regulations. Our fabric also meets 
the strict requirements of the internationally recognised OEKO-TEX® 100 
standard, so you can be sure that no chemicals are present that would pose 
a health risk.

Over 100 million plastic bottles* diverted from landfill and oceans.Over 100 million plastic bottles* diverted from landfill and oceans.

Comfort Science

Health Science
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Performance layer of wool.
Naturally improving the fire 
resistance of the mattress and 
actively wicking away moisture.

Wool
Soft to touch fabric surface 
50% viscose, 30% cotton, 
20% polyester.

Traditional hand tufted

All materials used are hypoallergenic 
helping to reduce the risk of an 
allergic reaction.

e-Fibre is breathable helping to reduce 
moisture build up which can become a 
breeding ground for micro-organisms.

A natural salt-based treatment
no chemicals are present

The e-Fibre used in our mattresses is 
100% foam free and free from harmful 
VOC chemical emissions.

Salt based† FR protection

Hypoallergenic Materials

Open cell construction

100% Foam Free

A luxury Deep Mattress with
high-performance comfort layers
for responsive contour support.

Helps to prevent
spring feel.

High Density 
e-Fibre insulator
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e-Fibre comfort layers allow 
air to flow freely throughout 
the entire mattress helping to 
reduce moisture build up.

Breathable e-Fibre 
For responsive 
contour support.

For evenly 
distributed support.

Deep e-Pocket Deep e-Spring
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*The e-Fibre™ used in our mattresses features polyester created from a minimum of 65% recycled plastic bottles and is fully 
recyclable at end of life. Weight of plastic described in equivalent number of average sized plastic drinking bottles.

Traditional Tufted
Contract Mattress


